IMSA- IN Tech Session and Agenda for Wednesday
March 25th, 2020

Please refer to IMSA Indiana webpage www.indiana.imsasafety.org for session updates

08:00 to 09:00       FYA and loop tag Mike Lindley Signal Force
09:00 to 10:00       Accurate Data Collection Mila Gyasi ITS Plus

**Break 10:00 to 10:15**    Giveaway and vendor display

10:15 to 11:15       Preemption Jeff Williams Collision Control
11:15 to 12:15       Pavement Check Jeff Williams Collision Control

**Break 12:15 to 12:30**    Giveaway and vendor display and lunch

01:00 to 02:00       Connected Vehicle Fed. update Joanne Conrad TAPCO
02:00 to 03:00       One Camera Many Directions Chris Robson GridSmart

**Break 03:00 to 03:15**    Giveaway and vendor display

03:15 to 04:15       Radar Detection Kevin Hurst Wavetronix
04:15 to 04:30       TBA

**04:30 to 05:00**    IMSA IN Annual Board & Elections Meeting

05:00 to 06:00       Cocktails and socializing
06:00 to 07:00       Banquet ($30 RSVP REQUIRED)
07:00 to 07:30       TBA
07:30 to 09:00       Prize giveawaes